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Abstract: This technical article provides an in-depth exploration of three prominent architectural patterns in Android 
development: Model-View-Presenter (MVP), Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM), and the more recent Model-View-Intent (MVI). 
By dissecting the core components, advantages, and trade-offs of each pattern through the lens of a hypothetical "Jetpack 
Composer" app, the article aims to provide developers with a comprehensive understanding of their suitability for different 
application scenarios. The MVP pattern separates the application's data layer from the UI, promoting maintainability and 
testability. The MVVM pattern, tailored for frameworks supporting two-way data binding, facilitates cleaner UI code and 
simplifies unit testing. The MVI pattern, well-suited for reactive programming environments, enforces a unidirectional data 
flow, aiding in predictable state management while introducing additional complexity. Through comparative analysis and 
examination of real-world examples, this article equips developers with the knowledge and insights necessary to navigate the 
architectural landscape of Android development, enabling informed decisions that align with project requirements and 
development philosophies, ultimately leading to more maintainable, scalable, and robust Android applications. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 
In the ever-evolving landscape of Android app development, choosing the right architectural pattern is paramount for ensuring 
maintainability, scalability, and robustness. Over the years, several architectural patterns have emerged, each offering unique 
advantages and trade-offs to cater to diverse project requirements. Among the most widely adopted patterns are the Model-View-
Presenter (MVP), Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM), and the more recent Model-View-Intent (MVI) [1]. This technical article 
delves into the intricacies of these patterns, dissecting their core components and evaluating their suitability for different application 
scenarios, using a hypothetical "Jetpack Composer" app as a guiding example. 
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The "Jetpack Composer" app is a cutting-edge music composition tool designed to leverage the power of Jetpack Compose, 
Android's modern UI toolkit. With its rich feature set, including real-time music notation rendering, advanced audio playback, and 
intuitive touch-based interactions, the app showcases the complexities and challenges faced by modern Android applications. 
MVVM has emerged as the most well-liked architectural pattern among Android developers, with 46% of respondents favoring it 
over other patterns, according to a recent survey by JetBrains [23]. This can be attributed to the introduction of the Android 
Architecture Components, which provide a set of libraries and guidelines that align well with the MVVM pattern. The survey also 
reveals that MVP is still widely used, with 23% of developers preferring it, while MVI is gaining traction, with 11% of respondents 
adopting it in their projects. 
The "Jetpack Composer" app serves as an ideal case study for analyzing these architectural patterns due to its complex requirements 
and the need for a highly responsive and interactive user interface. The app's core features include: 
1) Real-time music notation rendering: The app must be able to display and update musical scores in real-time as the user 

composes, requiring efficient data management and UI updates. 
2) Advanced audio playback: The app should support high-quality audio playback, with features such as tempo adjustment, 

instrument selection, and synchronization with the displayed notation. 
3) Intuitive touch-based interactions: Users should be able to compose music using natural touch gestures, such as tapping to add 

notes, swiping to adjust durations, and pinching to zoom in and out of the score. 
To provide a realistic context, let's assume that the "Jetpack Composer" app targets a user base of 100,000 musicians and music 
enthusiasts, with an expected growth rate of 20% per year. The app will be developed by a team of 5 experienced Android 
developers, working over 6 months. 
By examining how MVP, MVVM, and MVI can be applied to the "Jetpack Composer" app, considering the app's specific 
requirements and the development team's constraints, we aim to provide developers with a comprehensive understanding of the 
strengths and limitations of each approach. This analysis will enable developers to make informed decisions when selecting an 
architectural pattern for their projects, taking into account factors such as project complexity, team expertise, and long-term 
maintainability goals. 
 

II.      MODEL-VIEW-PRESENTER (MVP) 
The MVP pattern is a derivative of the classical Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern and aims to separate the application's data 
layer from the user interface (UI), promoting maintainability and scalability [2]. Within the context of Android development, the 
MVP pattern comprises the following key components: 
1) Model: This layer encapsulates the business logic and data management of the application. In the "Jetpack Composer" app, the 

Model would be responsible for managing the core musical composition data, including notes, measures, time signatures, and 
key signatures. It would handle tasks such as creating, modifying, and persisting compositions to local or remote storage. The 
model could also interact with APIs or libraries for tasks like music theory analysis, audio rendering, or accessing cloud-based 
composition repositories [11]. 

2) View: The view represents the UI elements that the user interacts with, such as activities, fragments, or custom views. For the 
"Jetpack Composer" app, the view would comprise components like the musical notation rendering canvas, playback controls, 
instrument selection panel, and other UI elements for creating, editing, and playing back compositions. It would handle user 
input events, such as touch gestures for note entry and button clicks for playback controls, and relay these events to the 
presenter [12]. 

3) Presenter: Acting as an intermediary between the model and the view, the presenter handles the majority of the business logic. 
It retrieves composition data from the model, processes it according to the application's rules (e.g., applying music theory 
concepts, handling key signature changes), and updates the view accordingly. The presenter would also handle user interactions 
received from the view, such as note input or playback control actions, and coordinate the necessary updates to the model and 
view layers [3]. For example, when the user adds a new note to the composition, the View would relay this event to the 
Presenter, which would then validate the note against the current key signature, update the composition data in the Model, and 
instruct the View to render the updated notation. 

The MVP pattern promotes a clear separation of concerns, facilitating easier testing and maintenance. Unit tests can be written for 
the presenter and model independently, without relying on the view layer. This allows developers to thoroughly test the business 
logic and data management components without the need for complex UI testing frameworks [13].  
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However, as the application scales in complexity, the MVP pattern can lead to increased boilerplate code and potentially convoluted 
interactions between the components, especially when handling complex user interactions or state management scenarios [4]. 

 
Fig. 1: Key Benefits and Drawbacks of the MVP Pattern in "Jetpack Composer" App 

 
III.      MODEL-VIEW-VIEWMODEL (MVVM) 

The MVVM pattern is tailored for frameworks and libraries that support two-way data binding, such as Android's Jetpack libraries 
[5]. It comprises the following components: 
1) Model: Similar to MVP, the model represents the data layer and manages business logic, data handling, and network or 

database operations. In the "Jetpack Composer" app, the model would be responsible for tasks like storing and retrieving 
musical compositions, handling file operations, and interacting with cloud services or local databases. It would encapsulate the 
core composition data, including notes, measures, time signatures, and key signatures, as well as any metadata or user-specific 
preferences [14]. 

2) View: The View in MVVM is responsible for displaying UI elements and binding data. It observes changes to the ViewModel 
and updates the UI accordingly. For the "Jetpack Composer" app, the view would comprise components like the musical 
notation rendering canvas, playback controls, instrument selection panel, and other UI elements. These UI components would 
be implemented using Jetpack Compose, leveraging its declarative UI programming model and efficient rendering engine [15]. 

3) ViewModel: The ViewModel exposes data and commands that the View can bind to. It retrieves composition data from the 
model, transforms it into a format suitable for the view, and handles user inputs and business logic without directly referencing 
the view. In the "Jetpack Composer" app, the ViewModel would manage the logic of creating and modifying musical 
compositions, applying music theory rules (e.g., handling key signature changes, validating note placements), and updating the 
UI through data binding. It would expose observable data streams and commands that the view could bind to, enabling seamless 
updates and user interactions [6]. 

The key advantage of MVVM lies in the facilitation of two-way data binding, leading to cleaner and more maintainable UI code. By 
leveraging Jetpack Compose's reactive programming model and the ViewModel's observable data streams, developers can create 
responsive and efficient UI components that automatically update when the underlying data changes [16]. Additionally, the 
separation of concerns between the ViewModel and the View simplifies unit testing, as the ViewModel can be tested independently 
without relying on the View layer [7]. 
However, the MVVM pattern can introduce complexity in managing data binding and observable patterns, potentially leading to 
increased boilerplate code and memory overhead. In the context of the "Jetpack Composer" app, managing complex data structures 
like musical compositions and their associated metadata may require careful design and implementation of observable data models 
and transformations within the ViewModel [17]. 
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Component Description Lines of 
Code 

Memory 
Usage (MB) 

Unit Tests 

Model Encapsulates core composition data, file 
operations, and cloud/database 
interactions 

2500 15 150 

View Implements UI components like notation 
canvas, playback controls, and instrument 
panel using Jetpack Compose 

3000 25 200 

ViewModel Manages composition logic, music theory 
rules, data transformations, and 
observable data streams 

4000 20 300 

Table 1: MVVM Architecture: Component Breakdown for "Jetpack Composer" App 
 

IV.      MODEL-VIEW-INTENT (MVI) 
The MVI pattern is a relatively recent approach to software architecture, particularly well-suited for reactive programming 
environments [8]. It consists of the following components: 
1) Model: The model in MVI represents the immutable state of the application, encompassing all necessary information to render 

the view. In the "Jetpack Composer" app, the model would encapsulate the state of the musical composition being edited, 
playback state, UI states (e.g., loading, error messages), and any other relevant data required to display the app's UI. 

2) View: Based on the state that the model provides, the view is in charge of rendering the user interface. It also generates Intents 
based on user interactions. In the "Jetpack Composer" app, the view would display the musical notation, playback controls, and 
other UI elements based on the state received from the model. Additionally, it would generate intents in response to user 
actions, such as adding or removing notes, adjusting playback settings, or triggering other state changes. 

3) Intent: The view generates intents in response to user interactions, which represent a desire or intention to change the 
application state. In the "Jetpack Composer" app, intents could include actions like "AddNote," "DeleteNote," 
"PlayComposition," or "AdjustTempo," reflecting the user's intent to modify the application's state. 

4) Processor/Reducer: This component takes intents, processes them, and produces a new state, which is then fed back into the 
view. It encapsulates the business logic and applies the necessary transformations based on the received intent. In the "Jetpack 
Composer" app, the Processor/Reducer would handle actions such as adding a new note to the composition when an "AddNote" 
intent is received or adjusting the playback tempo based on an "AdjustTempo" intent [9]. 

The MVI pattern enforces a unidirectional data flow (View -> Intent -> Processor/Reducer -> Model -> View), aiding in predictable 
state management. This approach aligns well with reactive programming principles and functional programming paradigms. 
However, the introduction of intents and the processor/reducer component can increase the complexity of the codebase, potentially 
leading to a steeper learning curve for developers new to the pattern [10]. 
 

V.      CHOOSING THE APPROPRIATE PATTERN 
The choice of architectural pattern for an Android application is contingent upon various factors, including project complexity, team 
expertise, and specific requirements. The MVP pattern is well-suited for projects with a clear separation of concerns and a focus on 
testability. It provides a solid foundation for maintainable and scalable applications, particularly in scenarios where state 
management is relatively straightforward [18]. 
A study published in the Journal of Software Engineering and Applications analyzed the adoption of architectural patterns in open-
source Android projects. The results showed that projects employing the MVP pattern had an average of 35% fewer bugs related to 
state management compared to those without a defined architectural pattern [19]. 
The MVVM pattern excels in applications that leverage data binding and observable patterns, particularly when using Jetpack 
libraries like LiveData and Jetpack Compose.  
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It facilitates cleaner UI code and simplifies unit testing, making it a compelling choice for modern Android development workflows. 
When using MVVM in conjunction with Jetpack libraries, 68% of Android developers reported improved productivity and quicker 
development cycles [20]. 
The MVI pattern emerges as a powerful choice for reactive programming environments and scenarios where state management is a 
critical concern. Its unidirectional data flow and immutable state representation promote predictability and consistency, making it 
well-suited for complex applications with intricate user interactions and state transitions. A case study published in the Proceedings 
of the International Conference on Mobile Software Engineering and Systems (MOBILESoft) reported a 50% reduction in state-
related bugs and a 25% increase in developer productivity after adopting the MVI pattern in a large-scale streaming application [21]. 
Ultimately, a thorough understanding of the project's requirements, the development team's expertise, and the application's long-
term maintainability and scalability goals should guide the decision to adopt a particular architectural pattern. According to a survey 
by InfoQ, 62% of software architects and developers consider the development team's familiarity with an architectural pattern to be 
a crucial factor in the decision-making process [22]. 
In the case of the "Jetpack Composer" app, which involves complex musical composition data, real-time rendering, and intricate 
user interactions, both the MVVM and MVI patterns could be suitable choices. The team's prior experience with reactive 
programming paradigms, the complexity of the application's state management requirements, and the desired level of testability and 
maintainability could all have an impact on the decision. 

 
Fig. 2: Comparative Analysis: Impact of MVP, MVVM, and MVI on Android App Development 

 
VI.      CONCLUSION 

In this technical article, we explored three prominent architectural patterns in Android development: MVP, MVVM, and MVI. Each 
pattern offers unique advantages and trade-offs, catering to different project requirements and development philosophies. While 
MVP and MVVM have been widely adopted, the MVI pattern has gained traction in recent years, particularly in reactive 
programming environments. 
By dissecting the core components, advantages, and limitations of each pattern through the lens of a hypothetical "Jetpack 
Composer" app, we aimed to provide developers with a comprehensive understanding of their suitability for different application 
scenarios. Whether it's the clear separation of concerns in MVP, the data binding facilitation of MVVM, or the predictable state 
management of MVI, developers can make informed decisions and align their architectural choices with their project's needs. 
As the Android ecosystem continues to evolve, staying informed about architectural patterns becomes crucial for building 
maintainable, scalable, and robust applications that meet the ever-increasing demands of modern software development. By 
leveraging the strengths of these patterns and mitigating their limitations through best practices and continuous learning, developers 
can create applications that truly stand the test of time. 
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